Multi-level Framework Development of Distributed Underwater Detection System Based on UML Modeling
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Abstract. Aiming at the distributed structure of the new-type underwater detection system, the paper proposes a development method of underwater detection system based on UML, constructs information type and subsystem by analyzing static structure and dynamic behaviors of the system, realizes the analysis modeling of distributed underwater detection system, proposes layering software framework structure, and enhances system maintainability and reusability. The framework structure is equipped with the characteristics of distribution, modularization and reconfigurability.

Introduction

Underwater detection system has a broad application prospect in marine environment detection and underwater target identification. With the constant improvement of system performance requirements, the system complexity is increasingly high. The traditional centralized control model has already limited the improvement of system expansion and compatibility. The framework structure of current underwater detection system tends to have the distributed structure with good expansibility and universality. Changes of system framework structure need to have coordination from the corresponding system development mode. The traditional underwater detection system adopts the design mode from the top to bottom and gradually completes software design, strong exclusiveness of software, and bad transportability by aiming at specific design demands. The adoption of dividing and ruling the modularization layering design model not only can reduce system complexity, but also can improve system development efficiency, and increase maintainability and expansibility[1].

The paper proposes a development method of underwater detection system framework based on UML. UML(Unified Modeling Language) is a visual modeling language facing to objects and is an important achievement facing to the object field. UML modeling proposes new software modeling descriptive method. The iterative life cycle the unified process adapts to constant changes of demands to provide insurance for reducing risks of software development and improving reusability[2,3]. Modeling of various stages for the entire system from demand analysis to design analysis can obtain important information relating to the system effectively. By virtue of modeling view provided by UML, relations and message passing mechanism between various modules in the software system can be embodied clearly. This is convient for comprehending and describing software system from different levels [4, 5]. The paper utilizes UML to do system analysis design and development and constructs different functional modules by inheriting corresponding design modes. Through field technology and functional components of interface standards, modules can be assembled to the entire detection system through the way of “plug and play” conveniently, so as to realize the reconfigurable, extensible and distributed framework structure.
System Analysis

Underwater detection system is composed of multi-node modules, while node module is composed of one or multiple functional elements, which can be divided into basic function and extended function. The basic function means that underwater detection system must be equipped with detection, identification, positioning, and system control, etc., functions. Extended function means that detection system increases decreases functions in line with specific datable system.

According to features of underwater detection system, the basic functions can be defined as follows:

1. Recognition function of underwater integrated survey—underwater detection system can realize simultaneous measurement of several kinds of underwater physical quantity, distinguish detected objects, and obtain motion laws of objects;
2. Self-inspection, self-correcting and self-control functions—underwater detection system has been kept in the underwater working state for a long time. The system realizes self-control functions in line with setting procedures in advance. The system can conduct self-inspection when connecting to power supply. Diagnostic test is used for ensuring whether module components have or have not faults. In working process of the system, the system can realize online correction of characteristic data quantity for inner storage by aiming at conversion of external physical quantity.
3. Data storage and transmit system—the system can realize storage of detection data, realize data transmit through the remote-control transmitter-receiver set, and receive corresponding functions, such as dormant system and system work, etc.
4. System expansion function—the system can realize expansion of basic functions for underwater detection system or performance improvement by aiming at different detection demands, such as remote sensing, feature recognition and gesture measuring, etc.

According to the functional analysis of the system, it can confirm behaviors and related use cases of the system. The Fig. 1 describes use cases and behaviors, as well as the associations between use cases and use cases.

System Frame Design

Establishment of Subsystem

To determine by use case, the designer can determine the participating object of each use case and find the relationship between objects from the interaction between objects. If there is interaction between the two objects, then there will be a link. The collaboration diagram of UML is to achieve the description of the dynamic interaction relationship between objects by sending or receiving information between objects and analyze the behavior of the objects, thus, it can identify the attributes and behaviors of the objects. This article focuses on the extraction of the class and the correlation between classes, so there is no need to unfold the analysis collaboration diagram.

By object interaction model of the use case to form the basic subsystems, objects of the subsystems are associated. Objects communicate with each other, so the degree of coupling between them is higher. While the degree of coupling of they with the objects in other collaboration diagram is relatively lower, even no. If an object is involved in several use cases, it should be assigned into the subsystem which has the highest degree of coupling with it. If the subsystem is from several collaboration diagrams and use cases, and at the same time these collaboration diagrams and use cases have correlative dependence from all the functions and share a common object. Then the subsystem may contain multiple objects from multiple collaboration diagrams[6].

Underwater detection system is a distributed application system. The analysis of problem shows that it has two relatively independent subsystems, namely the control module subsystem and the sensor module subsystems. Control module subsystem is a control type comprehensive analysis subsystem while sensor module subsystem is a subsystem of data collection and analysis. Both of them are through module managerial subsystem to achieve the task allocation of each module.
subsystem. Starting from the collaboration diagram to develop the class diagram of solution domain, object mapping on the collaboration diagrams can instantiate their classes. The connections between the objects on the collaboration diagrams have a corresponding relationship on the class diagrams. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are respectively the static model of control module subsystem and sensor module subsystem. The relationships between classes are most the incidence relation and there only exists the generalization relationship in some classes which are shared and having public characteristics. In control module subsystem, the identified control classes are the other class of algorithms: class of algorithms of parameter configuration and the superclass of class of algorithms of target comprehensive identification. In the sensor module subsystem, class of algorithms of detection is class of algorithms of model self-calibration, class of algorithms of zero point detection and the superclass of class of algorithms of target detection and identification.

Figure 1. Use Case Model Diagram of Underwater Detection System.

Figure 2. Subsystem Class Diagram of Control Modules.
Figure 3. Subsystem Class Diagram of Sensor Modules.

Design of Class

In accordance with the principle of object-oriented design, according to the system characteristic and the demand analysis for underwater detection system, the typical underwater detection system can abstract out as the following core classes:

(1) Device interface class: Each I/O devices has a corresponding device interface class and it always in the device interface tasks or the tasks determined based on the clustering criterion and it encapsulates the operations of initialization, read, etc.

(2) Data abstraction class: To encapsulate the data structures of the measured objects underwater, including the semaphore and state parameter of each physical field signal and so on. The abstract class hides the presentation details of internal data structure.

(3) State of control class: In the control module, there is the state of control class of control module. In the sensor module, there is the state of control class of sensor module. Each contains control state machine of its own module. It provides two operations: operation of event processing and operation of getting the current state.

(4) Business logic class: It is in control module and has the logic task of emergency processing. It processes the related request of the control module. It is possible to realize the of emergency state transition of the system and failure process.

(5) Algorithm hidden class: algorithm class is used to encapsulate different algorithms. The algorithm is usually relatively independent and the different system organization may bring out the different algorithm object. Using algorithm classes to encapsulate different kinds of algorithms can achieve inheritance of system software design well and increase the general design of the system.

Software Architecture Modeling

The software architecture as the framework of software development, it is the foundation of the software system design and maintenance. Reasonable software architecture helps to analyze and
describe the advanced properties of the complex system and simplify the complexity of software system. It is not only convenient for software reuse but also convenient for the expansion and upgrade of the system[7]. To combine with the object-oriented analysis of underwater detection system, the whole software structure is divided into four layers: system function layer, system control layer, real-time communication software and hardware module abstraction layer, as shown in Fig. 4. The system function layer and system control layer can be called as underwater detection system management software and they locate in the application layer. Among the layers, to do information interaction through a standard interface so that to ensure the independence of each layer. System functional layer provides general management and control function of the system. It is responsible for scheduling and management of internal function modules to realize the basic function of target detection, identification, location of underwater detection system. The control of system function layer to underwater detection system belongs to the control of general logic level and does not involve involve the specific characteristics of system model. The specific control to special underwater detection system is achieved by transferring the system control layer. System function layer is through the system control interface and system control layer to perform the information exchange.

![Figure 4. Distributed Software Structure of Underwater Detection System.](image)

**Framework Implementation**

Underwater detection system has the distributed structure. The signal acquisition, underwater detection, target recognition in the system are completed under the control of the control module. In the underwater detection system, partial functions are sent to the part was sent to each sensor module at the bottom. The implementation of the functions of the whole underwater detection system will be completed by the collaboration between the node modules. Among the modules, they through interconnection by CAN bus to control module and to work with each sensor module independently.
Because the detection of physical fields type, working condition and other performance indexes of underwater detection system are preset, the system will be an independent work condition for a long time after laying.

![Module Hardware Interface](image1)

**Figure 5. Module Hardware Interface.**

![Internal Structure Model of Node Modules](image2)

**Figure 6. Internal Structure Model of Node Modules.**

For different underwater detection tasks, when the system task is defined, system modules will be defined, and modules through distributed network to make a communication and collaboration to constitute the whole underwater detection system. During the process, the system needs to keep a resource list and accurate description of node modules, and with the expansion and reduction of system function, new node modules will enter into the system and the node modules will separate from the system, the resource list needs to be updated, and at the same time each node module also needs a perception about this change. That is each node module needs to understand and get the updated resource conditions when the information are uniformly managed and updated by system.
This is the independent and intelligent characteristics of modules in the underwater detection system. Through the implementation of functions, modules in the system can realize "plug and play" function. For ease of needs of system debugging and expansion, the hardware circuit of node module uses the design which a core board separated from an interface board, the core board is mainly made up of the functional circuit of node modules, and the hardware interface circuit in the system is designed in the interface board, two pieces of circuit boards connect with each other by the expansion slot. Therefore, the interface board normally does not need to modify. The core board can modify hardware resources according to the different module functions. Fig. 5 module hardware interface scheme.

For resource list which implement and maintain the system in modules, Fig. 6 shows the basic interface of node module and internal implementation which designs an information layer between the internal functional entities of the interface and modules, which includes two aspects of content: One is the list of functional information description of the node, which is available for other nodes to call a query; Two is a copy for the resource list maintained by system, which realizes this node's grasp of the internal conditions in the whole system.

The executing process of the system program and responsibility of each node module has been planned in advance before the system integration. According to the different stages of performing tasks, the node module at the appropriate time will participate in and exit the executing process of a task. As underwater detection system is a small system which has relatively clear and fixed tasks as well as complex tasks, in a distributed control mode, when the node module has the certain independence and intelligence, the realization of interconnection in node modules through task driving mode to will ensure the well operation of system.

Conclusion

On the basis of presented functional requirements of underwater detection system and systematic characteristics of the distributed structure, this paper uses the modeling method based on UML to build the underwater detection system and designs the hierarchical software structure. The prototype experiment shows the system works well and the method is suitable for the development of the underwater detection system, which can improve the maintainability and reusability of the system.
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